Quantification of DNA sequences obtained by polymerase chain reaction using a bioluminescent adsorbent.
We studied various parameters affecting the sensitivity of assays that use nucleic acid hybridization in solution followed by capture of the hybrid on a solid phase. Sensitivity is limited not only by nonspecific binding of the detection components but also by reannealing of the target or probe to itself. To perform sensitive assays, the probe concentration must be low enough to reduce high nonspecific binding. Under these conditions, however, the strand displacement reaction or the reannealing of the target to itself drastically decreases the hybridization yield, particularly when the target and the probes are different sizes. To improve DNA detection, we propose a sandwich method based on hybridization of oligonucleotides with a single-strand DNA obtained by polymerase chain reaction under asymmetric conditions. The assay can be performed in one step using a bioluminescent detection procedure which does not require any separation step. The specificity of the method is sufficient to perform a rapid detection and quantification of papillomavirus in biological samples.